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ON EXTENDING CALIBRATIONS
YONGSHENG ZHANG
Abstract. This is a companion note of [Zha] where the extension of local calibration pairs of
smooth submanifolds is discussed. Here we emphasize on the case of singular submanifolds.
More precisely, we study when a calibration pair around the singular set of a submanifold can
extend to a local calibration pair about the entire submanifold. Based upon [Zhab] several exam-
ples of particular interests under the view of calibrated geometry are considered.
1. Introduction
It was known since [BDGG69] that there exist area-minimizing hypercones, i.e., Simons
cones, in certain Euclidean spaces. Very shortly afterward, Lawson [Law72] and others added
many other area-minimizing hypercones. However it remained unknown for decades whether
these hypercones can be realized as tangent cones at some singular points of homologically
area-minimizing singular compact hypersurfaces in Riemannian manifolds.
In 1999, N. Smale [Sma99] constructed first such examples through techniques of geometric
analysis. In this paper we shall show how to obtain such creatures thru the theory of calibrations.
We recall some definitions and the fundamental theorem of calibrated geometry (FTCG) in §2.
Then we establish our main result Theorem 3.1. As applications examples are constructed in §4.
Example 1 tells us how to make use of Theorem 3.1 to create a metric such that a homologi-
cally nontrivial compact singular hypersurface (S ,S ) (defined in §2) with “nice” local behavior
around S becomes homologically area-minimizing. In our construction, the hypersurface will
be calibrated by a coflat calibration with exactly the same singular setS .
Example 2a shows that, based on a result of [Zhab], one can find many examples of homolog-
ically nontrivial compact singular hypersurfaces with the required behavior around singularities.
Combined with the construction of Example 1, quite a few examples similar to Smale’s can be
created by the theory of calibrations.
Example 2b conveys that there can exist a homologically area-minimizing smooth hypersur-
face in some Riemannian manifold which however cannot be calibrated by any smooth calibra-
tion. This disproves in some sense the reverse of the FTCG.
Example 2c discusses how to apply the method in Example 1 for homologically area-minimizing
submanifolds of higher codimension. Allowed local models of an isolated singular point consist
of, for instance, all special Lagrangian cones. (See Joyce [Joy08], McIntosh [McI03], Carberry
and McIntosh [CM04], Haskins [Has04], Haskins and Kapouleas [HK07], [HK08], [HK12] and
etc. for the diversity.)
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2 YONGSHENG ZHANG
The case of non-orientable hypersurfaces is studied as well. Example 3 relates to Murdoch’s
theory of twisted calibrations [Mur91]. In Example 4 we create a non-orientable compact sin-
gular hypersurface which is mass-minimizing in its homology class of integral currents mod 2
(introduced by Ziemer [Zie62]).
Acknowledgement. This paper is an expansion of part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis at Stony
Brook University. He is deeply indebted to his advisor Professor H. Blaine Lawson, Jr. for en-
couragement and guidance. He also would like to thank Professor Frank Morgan for invaluable
suggestions and Professor Brian White for helpful comments. Part of the work was polished
during the author’s visit to the MSRI in Fall 2013.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Calibrated Geometry. We briefly recall definitions and notions as well as the FTCG. For
details readers are referred to [HL82b].
Definition 2.1. A smooth form φ on a Riemannian manifold (X, g) is called a calibration if
supX ‖φ‖∗g = 1 and dφ = 0. The triple (X, φ, g) is called a calibrated manifold.
Definition 2.2. By a singular submanifold (S ,S ) with singular set S , we mean a pair of
closed subsetsS ⊂ S of X, such that S −S is an m-dimensional submanifold and the Hausdorff
m-measureHm(S ) = 0.
Definition 2.3. If (S ,S ) is an oriented (singluar) submanifold with φ|S−S equals to the volume
form of S − S , then (φ, g) is a calibration pair of S on X. We say φ calibrates S and S
can be calibrated in (X, g).
When an m-dimensional current T has local finite mass, we have decomposition
T =
−→
T · ‖T‖ a.e. ‖T‖
where the Radon measure ‖T‖ is characterized by ∫X f · d‖T‖ = sup{T (ψ) : ‖ψ‖∗x,g ≤ f (x)} for
any nonnegative continuous function f with compact support on X, and
−→
T is a ‖T‖ measurable
tangent m-vector field a.e. with vectors
−→
T x ∈ ΛmTxX of unit length in the dual norm of the
comass norm.
Definition 2.4. Let φ be a calibration on (X, g). Then a current T of local finite mass is
calibrated by φ, if φx(
−→
T x) = 1 a.a. x ∈ X for ‖T‖.
Remark 2.5. Assume S is a submanifold with only one singular point p and Cp is a tangent
cone of S at p. Then the current [[S ]] =
∫
S · is calibrated by φ if and only if S is calibrated,
and moreover either implies φp calibrates Cp in (TpX, gp).
The following is the fundamental theorem of calibrated geometry.
Theorem 2.6 (Harvey and Lawson). If T is a calibrated current with compact support in (X, φ, g)
and T ′ is any compactly supported current homologous to T(i.e., T − T ′ is a boundary and in
particular dT = dT ′), then
M(T ) ≤M(T ′)
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with equality if and only if T ′ is calibrated as well.
Definition 2.7. Let spt( f ) be the support of f where f is a function. For a current T , let UT stand
for the largest open set with ‖T‖(UT ) = 0. Then the support of T is denoted by spt(T ) = UcT .
3. Extension Results
Theorem 3.1. Suppose S is an m-dimensional oriented compact submanifold with only one
singular point o in (Xn, g) and it represents a nonzero class in the R-homology of X. If a local
part B(o; g) ∩ S for some  > 0 can be calibrated in the -ball (B(o; g), g), then there exists a
metric gˆ coinciding with g on B 
2
(o; g) such that S can be calibrated by a smooth calibration in
(X, gˆ).
Remark 3.2. In the theorem, 2 can be replaced by κ for any 0 < κ < 1.
Proof. Suppose  in the assumption is sufficiently small so that the open disc D = B(o; g)
corresponds to an open disc in some local chart. Let φ˜ be the local calibration form. Then φ˜ = dψ
where ψ is some smooth (m − 1)-form defined on D. Suppose the compact region Γ1 ⋃ Ω ⋃ Γ2
(given in the picture by the fiber structure induced by g over the set (Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2)∩ S for small
h) is contained in D − B 2
3
(o; g).
Then pi∗gω = d(pi∗g(ψ|S )) in Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2 where ω is the volume form of S
⋂
(Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2).
Set
Φ , d(τψ + (1 − τ)pi∗g(ψ|S ))
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where τ is a cut-off function in Ω showed in the picture with value one near Γ1 and zero near Γ2.
(The picture here is just an illustration, since the region “hight” h is generally smaller than one
to guarantee no overlapping.) Since Φ(
−−−→
TxS g) = 1 where x ∈ S ⋂(Γ1 ⋃ Ω ⋃ Γ2) and −−−→TxS g is the
unique oriented unit horizontal m-vector through x on S , it can be achieved by shrinking h (with
respect to g) that the smooth function Φ(
−−−→
TyS g) > 12 on Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2 where y in Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2 and−−−→
TyS g is the unique oriented unit horizontal (to the disc-fibrationF generated by the exponential
map restricted to normal directions along S
⋂
(Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2)) m-vector at y with respect to g. Set
g¯ = f · g where f = δ + (1 − δ)(Φ(−−−→TyS g)) 2m
on Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2. Φ = φ˜ on spt(δ). Since (φ˜, g) is a local calibration pair given in the assumption,
we know f ≥ (Φ(−−−→TyS g)) 2m on Γ1 ⋃ Ω ⋃ Γ2 and f ≡ 1 on Γ1. Then g¯ can extend on Υ, the
region embraced by the “curve” in the picture below (which is an “h-disc bundle” containing
Γ1
⋃
Ω
⋃
Γ2), such that
(a). Φ (naturally extended on Υ) calibrates S
⋂
(Υ −Ω) in (Υ −Ω, g¯),
(b). g¯ = g in Γ1, and
(c). Φ(
−−−→
TyS g¯) ≤ 1 on Υ with equality on Υ − Γ1 − Ω, where −−−→TyS g¯ is the unique oriented unit
horizontal (toF ) m-vector at y with respect to g¯.
In order to glue g¯ and g together and meanwhile to guarantee Φ a calibration, we need the
following powerful lemmas from [HL82].
Lemma 3.3 (Harvey and Lawson). Let ξ ∈ ΛpRn be a simple p-vector with V = span{ξ}.
Suppose φ ∈ ΛpRn satisfies φ(ξ) = 1. Then there exists a unique oriented complementary
subspace W to V with the following property. For any basis v1, · · · , vn of Rn such that ξ =
v1 ∧ ... ∧ vp and v − p + 1, · · · , vn is basis for W, one has that
(3.1) φ = v∗1 ∧ · · · ∧ v∗p +
∑
aIv∗I ,
where aI = 0 whenever ip−1 ≤ p.
Lemma 3.4 (Harvey and Lawson). Let φ, V = span{ξ}, and W be as in Lemma 3.3. Consider an
inner product < ·, · > on Rn such that V ⊥ W and ‖ξ‖ = 1. Choose any constant C2 > ( np )‖φ‖∗
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and define a new inner product on Rn = V ⊕W by setting < ·, · >′=< ·, · >V +C2 < ·, · >W . Then
in this new metric we have
‖φ‖∗ = 1 and φ(ξ) = ‖ξ‖ = 1.
Remark 3.5. If φ(ξ) = ϑ (positive) instead of one, one can apply Lemma 3.3 to ϑ−1φ to get a
similar conclusion that ‖φ‖∗ = ϑ, ‖ξ‖ = 1 and φ(ξ) = ϑ by choosing C2 > ϑ−1( np )‖φ‖∗.
By applying Lemma 3.3 to Φ,
−−−→
TyS g¯ and g¯ on Υ, one can get a smoothly varying (n − m)-
dimensional plane field W transverse to the horizontal directions in Υ. Following Lemma 3.4,
Remark 3.5 and property (c), for any metric gW alongW , there exists a sufficiently large constant
α¯ (due to the compactness of Υ) such that, under g˜ = g¯h ⊕ α¯gW on Υ,
‖Φ‖∗g˜ = Φ(
−−−→
TyS g¯) ≤ 1.
Now construct a smooth metric gˇ on Ξ as follows based on property (b).
gˇ =

g near o
g + (1 − δˆ1)((0 · g¯h) ⊕ α¯gW ) on A
(1 − δˆ2)((0 · gh) ⊕ gν) + g˜ on B
g˜ on Ω
σ˜g˜ + (1 − σ˜)g¯ on Γ2
g¯ far away from o
Here ⊕ means the orthogonal splitting of a (pseudo-)metric and + is the usual addition between
two (pseudo-)metrics.
On Γ2, W is exactly the distribution of fiber directions ofF and Φ = pi∗g(ω) is a simple hori-
zontal m-form. By Lemmas 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 of [Zha], Φ is a calibration in (Ξ, gˇ). Note that Ξ
can be retracted to S trough a strong deformation retraction.Therefore applying the gluing tricks
of forms and metrics in [Zha] on smaller regions of S produces a global calibration pair (Φˆ, gˆ)
of S .
By noticing that the comass function of a smooth form of codimension one is smooth we get
the following refinement.
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Corollary 3.6. Suppose S is an oriented compact hypersurface with only one singular point o
in (X, g) and it represents a nonzero class in the R-homology of X. If B(o; g)∩ S for some  > 0
can be calibrated by a calibration singular only at o in the -ball (B(o; g), g), then there exists a
metric gˆ in the conformal class of g coinciding with g on B 
2
(o; g) such that S can be calibrated
by a calibration singular only at o in (X, gˆ).
In fact it does not have to require that S is a retract of some open neighborhood of S for the
last step of the proof. Whenever there exists a global defined form which represents [Φ] on some
open neighborhood of S , our construction applies.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose (S ,S ) is an m-dimensional oriented connected compact singular sub-
manifold in (X, g) with [S ] , [0] in Hm(X;R). Assume V
⋂
S where V is an open neighborhood
ofS can be calibrated in (V, g|V ). If
i∗ : Hm(X;R)→ Hm(B(S ; g);R),
where B(S ; g) is the -neighborhood of S under g, is onto for a sufficiently small positive , then
there exists a metric gˆ coinciding with g in B 
2
(S ; g) such that S can be calibrated in (X, gˆ).
Remark 3.8. By Almgren’s big regularity theorem, S has codimension at least 2 in S . By
spt(d[[S ]]) ⊆ S , d[[S ]] = 0 and therefore [S ] makes sense.
Remark 3.9. When S is a smooth submanifold, for a sufficiently small  > 0, B(S ; g) can be
strongly retracted to S .
4. Further Applications
Sometimes it is useful to consider calibrations with singularities. By [Zhab] every area-
minimizing cone Cn,m ⊂ Rn+m+2 enjoys a calibration singular only at the origin.
Example 1: When the local model around o in Theorem 3.1 is a Simons cone over S r−1×S r−1
with r ≥ 4, one has an S O(r) × S O(r) invariant smooth calibration φ˜ on R2r − {0}. Follow the
proof of Theorem 3.1 to get Φ on Ξ − o and gˇ on Ξ. By Mayer-Vietoris sequence,
H2r−2(S 2r−1)→ H2r−1(Ξ)→ H2r−1(Ξ − o)→ H2r−1(S 2r−1)→ H2r(Ξ),
where S 2r−1 is a small sphere centered at o. Since∫
S 2r−1
Φ = 0
and there exists a strong deformation retraction from Ξ to S , one can obtain a smooth form φˇ on
X such that
φˇ|Ξ−o − Φ = dψˇ
for some smooth (2r − 2)-form ψˇ on Ξ − o. Then, away from S , glue φˇ and Φ together to get
a smooth form Φˆ on X − o, and meanwhile extend gˇ to gˆ making Φˆ a calibration on X − o (c.f.
[Zha]).
Due to Theorem 2.6, [[S ]] is mass-minimizing in its current homology class. However, it is
impossible to calibrate S by any smooth calibration Φ¯ on (X, gˆ) (actually for any metric). Since
if so, according to Remark 2.5 the tangent cone of S at o, a Simons cone, would be calibrated in
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(ToX, Φ¯o, gˆo). But Φ¯o can calibrate certain hyperplanes only. Contradiction!
Example 2a: On an oriented compact (2r − 1)-dimensional smooth manifold T , take a small
disc neighborhood and trivially embed K = S r−1 × Dr into it (one can of course use other
embedding of S r−1 ↪→ T as long as the normal bundle is trivial). After surgery along S r−1×S r−1,
denote the obtained manifold by T ′. Then T and T ′ are cobordant through some oriented 2r-
dimensional smooth manifold W. Specifically, W can be taken as the union of [−0.5, 0.5] ×
(T − K) and the region between { f = −0.5} and { f = 0.5} in the picture via a family of gluing
diffeomorphisms of S r−1 × S r−1. (K is identified with { f = −0.5}.) Here f is defined on the unit
ball in Rr × Rr given by f (−→x ,−→y ) = −‖−→x ‖2 + ‖−→y ‖2. Observe that f −1(0) is a truncated Simons
cone and the foliation is similar to the situation around a saddle point.
Take two copies of W. Glue the same boundaries and one gets an orientable compact 2r-
dimensional manifold X. Now extend the Euclidean metric on the region between { f = −0.25}
and { f = 0.25} in the first copy to a metric on X. Let S be the slice corresponding to f =
0. Apparently [S ] , [0] in H2r−1(X;R) (by intersection number method). Then the above
arguments show that S can be calibrated by a calibration Φ singular only at the origin with
respect to some metric g on X.
Remark 4.1. By cross-products examples with more complicated singularity can be generated.
For instance, S × S with singularity S ∨ S is calibrated by a coflat calibration with singular set
S ∨ S in the cartesian product (X, g) × (X, g).
Example 2b: In Example 2a, choose a smooth “fiber”, for example, M , (T−K) ⋃{ f = −0.3}
in the first copy of W. Note that Φ is already a coflat calibration of S on (X, g). According to
the method in [Zha], one can modify the calibration to Φ˜ and conformally change g to g˜ in a
neighborhood of M away from S such that Φ˜ becomes a coflat calibration calibrating both S and
M in (X, g˜).
However the homologically mass-minimizing smooth submanifold M cannot be calibrated
by any smooth calibration in (X, g˜). If it were, then S must be calibrated by the same smooth
calibration as well which would lead to a contradiction as before. This implies that all the coflat
calibrations of M in (X, g˜) share at least a common singular point. For such creatures of higher
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codimension, one can consider M × {a point} in the Riemannian product of (X, g˜) and a compact
oriented manifold.
Example 2c: Generally, the construction in Example 2a applies to hypercones only. For
cones of higher codimension we introduce the following construction. Suppose C ⊂ Rn is a
k-dimensional cone which can be calibrated by some calibration φ = dψ possibly singular at
the origin. Then similarly as in [Sma99] consider ΣC , (C × R) ⋂ S n(1) in Rn+1. Choose an
n-dimensional oriented compact manifold T with nontrivial Hk(T ;R). Let M be an embedded
oriented connected compact submanifold with [M] , [0] ∈ Hk(T ;R). Taking smooth disks
around a point of M and a smooth point of ΣC respectively one can simultaneously connect T
and S n(1), M and ΣC through one surgery along S 0 × S n (i.e., connect sum). Denote by X and
S the resulted manifold and submanifold (singular at two points). Then [S ] , 0 ∈ Hk(X;R) and
there exists a calibration pair of S on X according to Theorem 3.1.
Next we consider the non-orientable case.
Example 3: One can do blowing-ups of X at several points away from the singular point o
of S in Example 2a. An interesting simple case is to blow up at a smooth point of S . Call the
resulted manifold and submanifold Xˇ and Sˇ . Note that Sˇ inherits a natural orientation from M.
Moreover, [Sˇ ] , 0. This can be seen either by pairing with a suitable closed form or by lifting
it to the double cover X of Xˇ corresponding to pi1RP2r. By the first idea, one can get some
calibration pair as before. The second can generate some Z2-invariant calibration pair on the
double cover, which induces a calibration pair on Xˇ. Then under the resulted metric Sˇ can be
calibrated by some coflat calibration singular only at o in the non-orientable Xˇ.
;
Example 4: Based upon C3,4 one can get an eight-dimensional oriented compact connected
submanifold S with one singular point in some oriented manifold X9 with [S ] , [0] ∈ H8(X;R)
by the method of Example 2a. Now blow up at a regular point of S . Call the resulted manifold
and submanifold Xˇ and Sˇ respectively.
By the Seifert-van Kampen theorem pi1(Xˇ)  pi1(X) ∗ pi1(RP8). Similarly, the isomorphism of
pi1(RP8)  Z2 trivially extends to a homomorphism : pi1(Xˇ)→ Z2, which canonically determines
a two-sheeted cover X of Xˇ. Denote the lifting of Sˇ by S . Note that X  X#X and S 
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S #S opposite orientation. By Mayer-Vietoris sequences
H8(X;Z)  H8(X;Z) ⊕ H8(X;Z), and
[S ] = [(S ,−S )] , [0] in H8(X;Z).
Now create a Z2-invariant metric g¯ on X such that the orientable S can be calibrated (by a twisted
calibration in the sense of [Mur91]).
Given a triangulation Sˇ can be viewed as an integral current by assigning chambers local
orientations. Also note that Sˇ induces a d-closed integral current mod 2, [[Sˇ ]]2 (see [Zie62]),
representing a non-zero Z2-homology class [Sˇ ]2. We want to show that [[Sˇ ]]2 is M2-minimizing
in [Sˇ ]2 under the induced metric gˇ on Xˇ, where the mass M2(·) of an integral current mod 2 is
the infimum of the mass of all integral representatives.
Suppose K− [[Sˇ ]]2 = dW in the sense of mod 2 for an integral current K of finite mass and W
a top dimensional integral current mod 2. Then the lifting to X becomes K − [[S ]] = dW in the
sense of mod 2. (Since S is orientable, [[S ]] is an integral current up to a choice of orientation.)
By X’s being oriented and W’s being of top dimension, W comes from the quotient of W˜ by 2
where W˜ is the integral current with multiplicity one on spt(W) and orientation inherited from
X. Restrict W˜ to the connected component of spt(W) to S and denote it by W˜◦. Assign [[S ]] the
orientation induced from W˜◦. Let −K◦ , dW˜◦ − [[S ]]. It follows
Mgˇ(Sˇ ) =
1
2
Mg¯([[S ]]) ≤ 12Mg¯(K
◦
) ≤Mgˇ(K).
Running K through all the integral representatives of [[Sˇ ]]2 one has
Mgˇ(Sˇ ) = M2gˇ([[Sˇ ]]2).
Let K2 be the integral current mod 2 of an integral current K with [K2] = [Sˇ ]2. Then
M2gˇ([[Sˇ ]]2) ≤M2gˇ(K2).
Namely, [[Sˇ ]]2 is M2gˇ-minimizing (of mass Mgˇ(Sˇ )) in its homology class.
5. Questions
We would like to end up this paper with two further questions.
Question A: Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, is it possible to conformally change
g such that S can be calibrated with respect to the new metric? (For the case of codimension
larger than one.)
Question B: Suppose a current T is homologically mass-minimizing in a fixed ambient man-
ifold (X, g), is there some sufficient criterion for T being calibrated by some smooth calibration?
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